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Darn that wiley Coyote! Actually, darn that GoPro Camera...

Nothing epic today; had to get back fairly early to catch an afternoon flight to LA. Why? Don't ask. Let's just stick to bike stuff. The
original plan was a bit unusual; Kevin didn't want to do the usual coastal classic, and suggested Page Mill. I hate Page Mill. Kevin
likes Page Mill. For the same reasons. It's steep! Actually, I don't mind steep, if that's all it is. What causes me grief are steep climbs
that you can't develop a rhythm on, and for me, that's Page Mill. The bottom quarter of that climb, before it even gets steep, just
doesn't allow me to get settled in. The part from the golf course to just below Foothill Park. And then again, just before Moody to
about half a mile past. After that, I start to feel OK again. But getting back to the route, it was going to be up Page Mill, north on
Skyline, west to LaHonda, then up West Alpine back to Skyline, north again, then back down 84 into Woodside.
Unfortunately, Kevin had a minor procedure done on his big toe the other day (cutting away some of the toenail) such that it was in
pretty bad pain on steep stuff, so climbing West Alpine was out of the question. Instead, we took Skyline north all the way to 92,
then back via Canada Road. It was up on Skyline that we saw a Coyote, a Coyote so well-groomed and docile-appearing (didn't
seem bothered by us or cars) that you wondered if it wasn't a dog. Beautiful animal, and I was really looking forward to seeing it on
the video form my camera... but apparently, and this has happened several times before, my GoPro didn't actually charge the battery
I had installed just a few minutes before. Thus, no cool photos of the Coyote, nor the large Hawk that had been sitting on a telephone
wire close to it.
Still, when I look at the data on Strava, it wasn't a bad ride. For me, 46 minutes in the winter is a respectable time to climb Page Mill
(from Arastradero to the top) and I was only 30 seconds or so behind Kevin. Considering how much more I've eaten than normal
lately, and how much less I've ridden, I was surprised to hold up that well. Maybe this won't be such a bad winter!
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